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Venue Space
Height: 10.172 Meters

Width: 10.172 Meters

Working Space
Height: 9.1765 Meters

Width: 8.042 Meters
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PIXBAR 650 CPRO
The Cameo PixBar 650C PRO is a 53° beam width

professional LED bar with 8 ultra bright 30 watt

COB-LEDs for solid colour mixing with seamless

transition.

The PixBar 650C PRO is fully RDM compatible for

bi-directional communication with a dedicated

controller providing addressing, configuration

and status reporting of the fixture. It is capable

of standard DMX control in 5 modes and

standalone, master or slave operation.

STUDIO PAR 64 CAN Q 8W
The Cameo CLPST64Q8W has a total of 18 quad

LEDs (RGBW), thus guaranteeing perfect mixing

of solid and pastel colours – including white.

With a power consumption of just 170 watts, the

8-watt quad LEDs produce an impressive level of

brightness with a beam angle of 25 degrees.

There are three operating modes. In addition to

DMX operation with 2, 3, 4 or 7 channels, this

LED PAR can also be operated in standalone

mode or via sound control.

AURO® SPOT 400

LED Moving Head
The AURO® SPOT 400 provides 5-channel, 19-

channel and 27-channel DMX control and auto

programs , so that operation as master, slave and

standalone is possible. Functions include

motorized focus, frost filter, a choice of 4 smooth

dimming curves, shake effects and a fast 0 – 2`0

Hz cycle strobe.

ETC 

ColorSource 20 Console

Lighting Specifications
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MAUI 28 G2

Compact Column PA System with

Mixer and Bluetooth black
A complete sound system that you can carry together with your instrument:

introducing the MAUI 28 G2. The two column elements in the padded

shoulder bag, the subwoofer in one handand the guitar or keyboard in the

other - and off you go! Setting up the complete system, which doubles as PA

and monitor system is just as easy thanks to the special multi-pin cable

plugs. The compact and elegant MAUI 28 G2 offers an unbeatable sound

quality and wide-ranging sound distribution. It was developed with year-long

experience in the design of the column systems as a user-friendly solution

for medium sized gigs and fixed installations. The MAUI 28 G2 is equipped

with two 8" woofers, sixteen 3" full-range speakers and two 1“ neodymium

HF drivers. They are driven by a light Class-D power amplifier with an

enormous 2,000 watts peak power and produce a grunty bass, balanced

mids and precise and silky highs. The DynX® DSP technology from LD

Systems provides a top-class performance every time and the highest level

of freedom from distortion. It includes a multiband limiter which protects

against overloading, an EQ, a compressor and a 3- way crossover with run

time correction.

Audio Specifications
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